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3.1.2 First-order logic

General ideas:
 Introduce terms (complex structures) and data 

element variables into formulas�
 parameters (formula represents a whole set of �
   more specialized ones)

 Talk about the existence of a certain data element and 
about properties of all possible data elements
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Basic knowledge structures

 Term(F): F not restricted, τ(x) = 0 f. a. x ∈ V 
 P: P unrestricted, PV = Ø, PI depends on what is 

required (desired)�
Example for predicates in PI: = {EQ} 

  J = {¬,∧,∨,→,↔}, Q = {∀,∃}
 W = {true, false}
 I = all possible (imaginable) interpretations (within 

the limits given by PI)
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Semantics

 Look for tautologies, again.
 Interpret terms and atoms as described earlier.
 Interpret junctors as for propositional logic.
 Let Ix,d(B) be the interpretation that assigns to x the 

data element d ∈ D, i.e. Ix,d(x) = d.
 I(∀x.B) = true, if Ix,d(B) = true for all d ∈ D; false else.
 I(∃x.B) = true, if Ix,d(B) = true for one d ∈ D; false else.
 Quite some freedom for elements of PI (as long as all 

interpretations agree in it).
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How to get knowledge into the 
representation structure

 Define data objects, functions and predicates you are 
interested in and map them into terms and atoms.

 Select predicates you want to be treated special  PI�
Note that usually you have then to provide a way to 
process these special predicates!

 Define all “laws” that you want your objects to obey 
and make them into formulas, resp. axioms.
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Discussion

 Semi-decidable
 A lot of other logics can be transformed into PL1�

but: formulas are then not easily readable (and 
understandable) by humans

-  Usually all possible interpretations are more than 
what we really want�
 axioms needed to narrow the true formulas down!
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And what about processing data?

 Two types of calculi dominant:
 Resolution-based (superposition-based)
 Modelelimination-based

 In both, formula is negated and transformed into set 
of clauses

 Resolution  set-based search for empty clause�
Modelelimination �
  usually realized with iterative deepening and �
  backtracking in and-tree as control
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Example

 Use PL1 for the example for propositional logic (2!)
 Represent the following statements in PL1:

 A group is formed by an associative operator, a 
neutral element and an inverse operator.

 Show that the following is a logical consequence of 
the above:
 The inverse of the neutral element is the neutral 

element itself.
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3.1.3 Other logics

There are a lot of concepts that cannot be easily 
expressed in propositional logic or first-order 
predicate logic:

 Time
 Changes in the world
 Default values and overriding them
 Vagueness of information, fuzzy definitions and 

expressions, probabilities as truth values
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"Modern" logics
 Modal logics: deal with time, changing worlds by 

having symbols based on a possible world structure 
(possible-world semantics)

 Nonmonotonic logics: allow for dealing with 
assumptions that later might be detected as false and 
then deals with the consequences of this by 
reevaluating everything that has been deduced so far 
(uses truth-maintenance systems)

 Multi-valued logics/fuzzy logics: allow for 
probabilistic reasoning, avoiding a black-and-white 
view of things


